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ART
A GUTSY DIALOGUE
KEPT IN BALANCE
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good group exhibition is
prove that non-figurative
art
like a gutsy conversacan speak across cultures.
tion: spiced with pasChoosing abstraction as an
sion, empathy and a touch of
exhibition catalyst is a heavily
conflict. A Melbourne exhibiloaded act in any country,
tion, Making Their Mark, fits
Curator Tony Scott knows this:
this description perfectly.
he works in non-figurative
It features small 10 mediumimagery. This show's abstract
sized works on paper by 10
artists are carrying forward the
artists whose aesthetics joust
tradition that started with 1920s
and dance with each other genEuropean geometric abstraction
tly but assertively.
Brought
and continued through post-war
together over oceans (the works
North American hard-edge and
originate in Australia, China ": painterly
abstraction
to the
and the United States), these
style of. the moment: "neo"
predominantly abstract images
abstraction.

This exhibition
brings a
whole
<language of the
senses into play, The message
seems almost out of place in a
world obsessed with speed and
information; each work exudes
patience,
subtlety
and a
homage to art's contemplative
place in our lives. The works
appeal to the viewers' emotions with moody and resonating textures.
A strong sympathy exists
between several of the artists,
For example, Ding Yi and Qin
Yifeng's hand-rendered
compositions
both use a grid,
densely patterned
with line
and color. Yifeng's Linefield
dazzles the eye, its mad lines
dancing with energy. Martin
King works with a similar
"all-over" pattern that suggests
repetition of form outside the
picture.
In contrast, the works of
Gamer Thllis and Kim West-

new

colt leave breathing
space.
Tullis, the most senior artist
exhibited,
worked alongside
New York School abstraction
legends such as Ad Reinhardt,
Mark Rothko
and Robert
Motherwell in the 1960s. Here
he chooses a modest scale,
given that much US art of this
earlier period pre-empted the
1980s "big is better" ethos.
Perhaps we are witnessing the
dawning of American modesty.
Westcott, an Australian of
growing repute, recently collaborated with Tullis in New
York. Her soft-edged dot-andline prints pulse with the color
and undulating shapes of Australia. Her mirage-like
horizontal composition in Melody
is reminiscent of animal trucks
in the sand or musical notes on
a score, and they echo Aboriginal dot painting.
Tan Ping, Raphael Zimmer...man an
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use abstraction with a more
emotive and gestural hand.
They create, through tonal
variations
of etching
and
monotype,
diffused pictures
that tease the viewer with figurative shadows. Beside their
colleagues'
strong color and
line, these pictures demand
patient and close scrutiny.
Stephen
McCarthy
and
Stephen
Ellis provide
the
"conflict" in the conversation.
Their works seem to lack the
aesthetic subtlety of the others,
but the hard edges and brash
strokes create a dissonance to.
the contemplative mood.
Feature exhibitions of quality work on paper are rarely
held, so Meridian Gallery and
Scott should be commended
for this show. The gallery's
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recent move into Asia is
designed to produce a range of
cross-national exhibitions and
residencies: projects are under
way in Japan, Singapore, Hong
Kong and China. Last year
Meridian took two successful
exhibitions to Beijing, one of
which was Scott's solo effort.
and participated in the Guangzhou Art Exposition.
Although this collaboration
will improve communication
between Australia and Asia, the
effect on the art of both sides
remains to be seen. Scott
speaks of "a common means of
aesthetic expression" and it certainly works in this exhibition.
The beauty of the selection is
its personal flavor and the little
revelations sparked by the company of others. - ANNA CLABBURN
Making Their Mark is at the
Meridian Gallery, 10 Spring
Street, Fitzroy, until JUlie 23 .
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